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metals like ____ for dark green,

______ for light blue, or ____ for red. 

START HERE Welcome to Glencairn Museum's video mini-series all about
stained glass! Through this series of four videos you will learn all
about the way medieval stained glass was made, understood,
and enjoyed. Each video will have a "before, during, and after"
activity booklet for you to use! Let us know what you think and
share art that you create with us by tagging us on social media
@glencairnmuseum or emailing info@glencairnmuseum.org

BEFORE Try out this activity before watching the first video!

Imagine you and your team of
archaeologists have just uncovered this
medieval recipe for making glass! Some
parts of the recipe are still there telling you
the ingredients you need, where to find
them, and what to do with them - but some
are missing! 

Click on the clues below and use the
number of missing letters as a guide to see
if you can discover the missing ingredients,
where to find them, and what the missing
steps are to finish the recipe!

Ingredients:

Steps:

____ from a beach, river, or desert

___ from burning ________ trees

lime from rocks

crush up the lime from the rocks.

add the ____, ___, and lime to a _______.

heat to at least ____ degrees. add metals to color the glass.

once the glass is molten, pour into a sheet or blow air into it.

cool the glass slowly

in an _________ oven to

prevent ______.

P.S. If you get stuck, check the last
page for answers!

burn the wood from trees and filter the ___.

clue 5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIKetIWmzzs
https://www.vam.ac.uk/articles/stained-glass-an-introduction#:~:text=In%20the%20medieval%20period%2C%20the,slipped%20and%20chipped%20into%20shape.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBlsNNPRseQ
https://i0.wp.com/www.compoundchem.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/The-Chemistry-of-Coloured-Glass.png?ssl=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFcGvmVaO94


A container used to hold
and heat the ingredients for

making glass.

A silver compound
(silver mixed with

another element) that is
painted on glass to

make it yellow.

A person who works
with stained glass

and makes stained-
glass windows.

A full size drawing of
the stained-glass
window design.

Glass that looks gray
from the black designs
painted on white glass.

DURING
Press play to watch the video and
see if you can complete this activity
during your viewing!

As you watch, listen carefully to Fiona the educator, and see if you can  match each of these key
words with their meaning and picture by drawing lines to connect the right combinations. If you get
stuck, check the last page of this activity pack for the answers!

GLAZIER

CRUCIBLE

CARTOON

SILVER STAIN

GRISAILLE

Gallery Video

https://youtu.be/yV7vhaUgJGk
https://youtu.be/yV7vhaUgJGk


1

a colorful puzzle
Putting together a stained-glass window is a lot like putting
together a puzzle! Try out this activity to make your own
stained-glass puzzle, or click on the pictures below to try out
some digital puzzles of Glencairn's stained-glass windows!

click here to make
your puzzle!

TRY OUT GRISAILLE

click here for the recipe!

AFTER After you've watched the video, we've got three ideas for activities that
you can do to create some stained-glass style art of your own!

COLOR OR CREATE A CARTOON

2

SWEET STAINED-GLASS TREATS3

Pick one of the cartoon coloring pages included at the end of this
activity to add your own color and creativity to! If you're feeling extra
creative, try designing your own cartoon for a stained-glass window.  

To make glass that is clear and colorful, glass
ingredients have to be heated to incredibly high
temperatures! Try out this activity where you'll need to
do some heating of your own to create delicious, glassy
treats!

4
Remember that grisaille comes from the French word "gris", meaning gray. Try making some
gray glass for yourself! Follow these steps to make a piece of "glass" to put up at home.

1 Grab a black
marker and a
piece of
parchment
baking paper -
any size you
want!

2 Use your black marker to
make lots of complicated
and repeating patterns
on the paper.

3 When you're done, grab some
tape and put your piece of
grisaille "glass" up on a real
window at home to see how it
looks in the light!

https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?pid=2423ebfd2d3a&rc=play
https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?pid=08dbea6364f2&rc=play
https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?pid=060b48cc78f4&rc=play
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56829c58a2bab87f93ee4d6a/t/5faadbb64ea65d7df5708b78/1605032889928/Virtual+Medieval+Festival+-+Stained-Glass+Cookie+Activity+%28edited%29.pdf


cartoon of a king and army on horseback



cartoon of jesus healing a man



cartoon of an angel appearing to
the two marys



create your own cartoon



answers

metals to color the glass like iron for dark

green, copper for light blue, or gold for red. 

Ingredients:

Steps:

sand from a beach, river, or desert

lime from rocks

burn the wood from trees and filter the ash.

crush up the lime from the rocks.

add the sand, ash, and lime to a crucible.

heat to at least 2000 degrees. add metals to color the glass.

once the glass is molten, pour into a sheet or blow air into it.

cool the glass slowly

in an annealing oven to

prevent cracks. 

   

   

   

   

   

A container used to hold
and heat the ingredients for

making glass.

A silver compound
(silver mixed with

another element) that is
painted on glass to

make it yellow.

A person who works
with stained glass

and makes stained-
glass windows.

A full size drawing of
the stained-glass
window design.

Glass that looks gray
from the black designs
painted on white glass.

GLAZIER

CRUCIBLE

CARTOON

SILVER STAIN

GRISAILLE

ash from burning woodland trees


